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Some of the clients who have benefited from Brennon’s presentations
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Brennon Dowrick… The High Performance Speaker

Olympian Brennon Dowrick is one of Australia’s most successful gymnasts and one of our 
country’s most innovative, entertaining and effective motivational speakers. While competing at 
the top international level Brennon completed a Bachelor of Journalism and worked with one of 
Australia’s major companies. Brennon’s experiences as a speaker have also led him to develop 
Performance Max, a unique corporate health and fitness education program accessing Australia’s 
top sports science and medicine professionals. 
Brennon’s inspirational and unique presentation is guaranteed to be a highlight of your 
conference or event. It benefits delegates and their organisation for the months and years to 
follow. Brennon’s effective and valuable ideas help delegates to achieve personal goals and 
reach organisational targets.  
Brennon’s presentation is truly unique. Not only does he motivate and inspire with words he 
reinforces them with a step by step live demonstration on the pommel horse. This culminates in the 
performance of his 9.9 Gold Medal winning pommel horse routine – the realisation of 12 years 
of dedication and commitment to achieving beyond his dreams. 

What do Brennon’s clients think of his presentations?

“We have received overwhelming feedback from delegates regarding Brennon’s inspirational, 
motivational and physically challenging presentation. He challenged us to raise the bar in our 
every day lives to be the best we can be and not accept the mediocre. Brennon performed his gold 
medal winning pommel horse routine during his presentation, which took our breath away, and he 
received a standing ovation. Brennon Dowrick’s presentation was outstanding – without a doubt 
Brennon is one of the best motivational speakers”
Count Wealth Accountants 

“In the fifteen years I have been involved in coordinating our conference I have never received such 
positive feedback from my Suppliers to as presentation as delivered by Brennon Dowrick. Brennon 
delivered a personable and dynamic presentation, which was nothing short of awe inspiring. He 
left our delegates with a true belief in themselves and what hard work and determination can 
deliver. If your conference requires a unique performance that inspires teamwork & passion for 
excellence the Brennon will exceed your expectations.
IGA

“It takes a lot for a presenter to get up on stage, tell a story, and still be able to deliver something fresh 
and unique. I thought the presentation was equal to the best I have seen. Where it was strongest 
was the reference to discipline and foundation required before you can truly taste success – and the 
importance of continuing to build and develop once you are there.”
AXA

“What can I say, having organized many conferences over the last ten years I have come across 
hundreds of different speakers. There are less than a handful that I would highly recommend for 
their amazing presentation skills, their motivational effect on the audience, their message and their 
complete professionalism and ‘willing to help’ attitude when organizing their attendance. Brennon 
Dowrick is one and to take it even further, someone who will blow your audience away. One year 
later they still talk about him and he is the one person we have asked to present again.“
Fitness First

“A unique and exhilarating speaker – not only does Brennon convey important messages dealing with 
team work and putting in the extra effort to ensure results… he demonstrates the principles physically! 
Amazing and inspiring to all our staff that attended  - 100% positive feedback. Brennon walks the 
talk! I would have no hesitation in recommending Brennon to any organisation that wants to motivate 
their people – the finale to the presentation was literally a gold medal performance.”
Corporate Express

“The feedback from the attendees at all sessions on your presentation, participation, 
professionalism and of course humor was truly fantastic. They loved it!”
National Associated Retail Traders of Australia (Narta)Brennon Dowrick’s Services

• Keynote Motivational Presentations
• After Dinner Entertainment
• Performance Improvement Workshops

• Break Out Sessions & Partner Programs
• Performance Max Tailored Corporate 

Health & Fitness Programs  
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